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Two routes to the same place: learning from quick closed-book essays
versus open-book essays
Kathleen M. Arnolda, Emmaline Drew Eliseevb, Alexandria R. Stoneb, Mark A. McDanielc and Elizabeth
J. Marshb

aDepartment of Psychology, Radford University, Radford, VA, USA; bDepartment of Psychology and Neuroscience, Duke University,
Durham, NC, USA; cDepartment of Psychological and Brain Sciences, Washington University in St. Louis, Saint Louis, MO, USA

ABSTRACT
Knowing when and how to most effectively use writing as a learning tool requires
understanding the cognitive processes driving learning. Writing is a generative activity
that often requires students to elaborate upon and organise information. Here we
examine what happens when a standard short writing task is (or is not) combined
with a known mnemonic, retrieval practice. In two studies, we compared learning
from writing short open-book versus closed-book essays. Despite closed-book essays
being shorter and taking less time, students learned just as much as from writing
longer and more time intensive open-book essays. These results differ from students’
own perceptions that they learned more from writing open-book essays. Analyses of
the essays themselves suggested a trade-off in cognitive processes; closed-book
essays required the retrieval of information but resulted in lower quality essays as
judged by naïve readers. Implications for educational practice and possible roles for
individual differences are discussed.
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We should think less about teaching students to
write, and more about how we might use writing
in our classrooms in the interest of learning. (Bern-
hardt, n.d.)

We believe that most educators and employers
would agree that writing well is an important skill
that can facilitate many goals, both academic and
professional. Less attention, however, has been
given to the idea that writing is also a strategy for
learning information (writing-to-learn). That is,
writing may help the writer to identify gaps in his/
her understanding (thus serving a metacognitive
function) and facilitate connections between the
to-be-learned material and one’s personal experi-
ences and prior knowledge (Bangert-Drowns et al.,
2004; Emig, 1977). At the same time, writing is
often viewed as effortful and time-consuming by
both students and educators alike – highlighting
the need to understand when and how very brief
writing assignments support learning, even if never
graded. However, such short writing assignments
are not typically the focus of academic study; a

survey of 2000 articles on writing classified less
than 1% as dealing with very brief writing assign-
ments (Stewart et al., 2010). After briefly reviewing
this literature and noting some of the ways writing
tasks differ, we focus on and systematically
compare two versions of a quick writing task: a
short essay written from memory (closed-book)
versus one written with access to to-be-learned
information (open-book). As developed below, we
chose these tasks because closed-book essays have
the potential to maximise learning by combining
two active learning strategies known to promote
learning in other contexts: retrieval practice (e.g.
Roediger & Butler, 2011; Roediger & Karpicke,
2006), and generative learning (Fiorella & Mayer,
2015, 2016). That is, closed-book essays require the
learner to retrieve information from memory and
additionally to make sense of that information, ela-
borating upon it and organising it into an essay.

It is clear that short writing-to-learn exercises
improve learning in a wide range of classes, includ-
ing psychology (Butler et al., 2001; Gingerich et al.,
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2014), ecology (Balgopal & Wallace, 2009), and com-
puter science (Papadopoulos et al., 2011). The form
of the writing exercise varies greatly across studies,
including “minute papers” in which students reflect
on what they learned in class (Stead, 2005), answer-
ing brief questions about course material (Gingerich
et al., 2014), writing reflective journal entries
(Connor-Greene, 2000), as well as many other
forms (Friend, 2002; Voss & Wiley, 1997). In most
of these studies, the comparison was to a no-
writing control, or a pre–post writing comparison,
as opposed to isolating key functional factors of
the interventions.

Across studies, we noted variation in a factor that
was seldom discussed, namely whether or not stu-
dents had access to their course materials during
the writing exercise. We found examples of both
open-book (Balgopal & Wallace, 2009) and closed-
book writing assignments (Papadopoulos et al.,
2011); in some cases, we could not determine if
the writing exercise was open-book or closed-
book (Butler et al., 2001). We believe this factor to
be an important one, and one worth drawing atten-
tion to given how little notice it receives in the lit-
erature. It is also theoretically important as closed-
book (but not open-book) essays combine retrieval
practice with generative activities – a combination
that has yielded mixed results in past work with
other tasks (Roelle & Berthold, 2017; Roelle &
Nuckles, 2019; Waldeyer et al., 2020).

To date there is much more work on open- versus
closed-book testing, as opposed to writing open-
versus closed-book essay-writing. However, this lit-
erature has yielded contradictory results as to the
relative benefits of open- versus closed-book
testing on subsequent memory (see Durning et al.,
2016 for a review). In the laboratory, student learn-
ing of texts (as measured by performance on
delayed exams) is similar regardless of whether
initial test questions were answered in open-book
or closed-book fashion (e.g. Agarwal & Roediger,
2011; Agarwal et al., 2008). In the classroom, some
studies show no difference between open- and
closed-book exams (Gharib et al., 2012; Pauker,
1974), whereas others suggest that closed-book
exams may lead to more learning (Moore &
Jensen, 2007; Rummer et al., 2019; of course, these
classroom findings could result from students
studying more for closed-book tests, an indirect
benefit of test format).

When making predictions about learning from
writing open-book (not requiring retrieval) versus
closed-book (dependent on retrieval) essays, we
can draw on the more general theoretical and
empirical literature on the effects of incorporating
retrieval practice into generative learning activities.
One view is that requiring retrieval should optimise
the benefits of a generative learning task (we term
this the optimizing view). This view stems straight-
forwardly from the large literature demonstrating
the power of retrieval practice: Taking a test or
otherwise retrieving information from memory (i.e.
recalling the information) is more powerful for
learning than a chance to restudy content material
(for a review, see Roediger & Butler, 2011). The opti-
mising view suggests that generative tasks involve
elaboration and organisation, which in turn foster
the construction of a coherent mental model (e.g.
Waldeyer et al., 2020), thereby leading to good
learning. Retrieval practice strengthens the rep-
resentation (e.g. McDaniel & Masson, 1985) —
perhaps through enhancing retrieval routes (Bjork,
1988) or through consolidation (Waldeyer et al.,
2020)— further augmenting (optimising) the learn-
ing benefits of the generative task. Considering that
essay writing is a highly generative task (encoura-
ging elaboration, reorganisation and requiring the
learner to go beyond the to-be-learned infor-
mation), the optimising view clearly anticipates
that closed-book essays (which require retrieval)
should produce better performance on a final test
than open-book essays.

Some initial evidence supports the optimising
view. For instance, Roelle and Berthold (2017) com-
pared learning from open-book versus closed-book
adjunct questions (questions incorporated into a
text). Both required learners to summarise their
learning, but performance on a final delayed test
was better in the closed-book condition. More rel-
evant to our question is the finding that closed-
book generative study prompts (that required stu-
dents to identify and elaborate on the main points
of texts) improved comprehension more than did
answering the same prompts in open-book
fashion (Roelle & Nuckles, 2019, Experiment 1).1 It
is noteworthy that learners’ responses to the gen-
erative prompts contained similar numbers of idea
units in the closed- and open-book conditions.

However, other findings disfavour the optimising
view. With more complex adjunct questions that

1This contrast was not reported in Roelle and Nuckles (2019), but a t-test computed from the tabled values revealed a significant difference.
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required inferences, learners did better on a final
test when they had answered these questions in
an open-book manner rather than a closed-book
manner (Roelle & Berthold, 2017). Similarly, with
relatively low-coherence texts, generative study
prompts (described above) produced better final
test performance when the prompts were answered
with access to the original materials (Roelle &
Nuckles, 2019, Experiment 2; see also Ebersbach,
2020, for a similar finding when students were
asked to generate questions about to-be-learned
material, either with or without access to the text).
To explain their outcome, Roelle and Nuckles
(2019) proposed that retrieval hurdles can mitigate
the effectiveness of a generative study activity.
According to this retrieval-hurdles view, closed-
book prompts may reduce the number of ideas
that receive generative processing, because of lear-
ners’ inability to retrieve some of the information
from the text. In line with the retrieval-hurdles
view (see also Anderson & McDaniel, in press, Exper-
iment 2), learners’ open-book responses included
more idea units from the passage than did the
closed-book responses (Roelle & Nuckles, 2019,
Experiment 2; in contrast to their Experiment 1
finding described above). The open-book responses
were also more organised than the closed-book
responses, suggesting that the cognitive processes
required for retrieval can interfere with the organis-
ational and elaborative processing fostered by the
generative task. Returning to the question of essay
writing, the retrieval-hurdle view anticipates that
closed-book essays will yield less learning to the
extent that closed-book essays contain less infor-
mation than their open-book counterparts.

Finally, a more nuanced view is that the kind of
generative activity may determine whether retrieval
hurdles penalise (closed-book) generative learning
activities (Waldeyer et al., 2020). Generative activi-
ties vary, for example, in how much they focus lear-
ners on specific idea units (e.g. explain how concept
A is an example of X) versus allowing learners to
decide which aspects of the text to focus on (pick
a concept and explain why it is an example of X).
The latter generative task allows learners to shift
to retrievable idea units in the service of the genera-
tive activity, and as a consequence may reduce
retrieval-hurdle penalties in closed-book conditions.
Waldeyer et al. (2020) explored this possibility using
generative prompts like “what is the most important
content”, “try to highlight the most important
content and connections,” and “try to illustrate the

most important content by giving your own
examples.” In two experiments learning was nearly
identical in closed-book and open-book conditions.
The authors suggested that open-book prompts
allowed learners to cover more material (relative
to closed-book) but that this advantage was
balanced by the benefits of retrieval practice in
the closed-book condition. For ease of exposition
we term this the balance view. On the assumption
that essays do not require the learner to focus on
a particular set of idea units (at least, not more so
than the prompts in Waldeyer et al.), the balance
view anticipates that open-book and closed-book
essays will reveal similar final test performances.
Further this pattern would be accompanied by
increased content (i.e. longer essays) in the open-
book than closed-book essays, which would theor-
etically make up for the lack of retrieval practice.

To recapitulate, to our knowledge the question
of whether open- or closed-book essays promote
better learning has not been investigated. Never-
theless, the literature on incorporating retrieval
practice (closed-book conditions) into generative
learning activities offers three intriguing theoretical
views that pertain to that question. These views
provide reason to expect any one of three out-
comes: closed-book essays will produce better
learning (final test performance) than open-book
essays (the optimising view), closed-book essays
will penalise performance relative to open-book
essays (the retrieval-hurdle view), or closed-book
and open-book essays will produce equivalent
learning (the balance view). To inform these possibi-
lities, we conducted two experiments to compare
the effects of writing open- versus closed-book
essays in response to the same prompt. To
provide insights into the underlying dynamics pro-
posed by each of the three theoretical views, we
analysed each essay for markers of cognitive pro-
cesses (as described below) and then linked those
characteristics to the learning observed two days
later on final measures of learning (cf. Roelle &
Nuckles, 2019; Waldeyer et al., 2020). We also
created a metacognitive measure to capture stu-
dents’ perceptions of their learning, given that we
know students are often unaware of the benefits
of difficult learning tasks (e.g. Kornell & Bjork,
2008). In other words, we wanted to see if students
were aware of any benefits observed from writing
closed-book (or open-book) essays.

Several other features of this study warrant
mention. First, we included a measure (based on
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the Multi-Media Comprehension Battery [MMCB];
Gernsbacher & Verner, 1988) of individual differ-
ences in structure-building, which is broadly
defined as people’s ability to extract coherent
mental structures of events or texts (Gernsbacher
et al., 1990). Briefly, low-ability structure builders
routinely extract fragmented and less cohesive
mental structures, which in turn reduces memory
for that information and leads to poorer perform-
ance on a range of learning measures (Arnold
et al., 2017; Arnold et al., 2016; Bui & McDaniel,
2015; Callender & McDaniel, 2007; Lin et al., 2018;
Martin et al., 2016). While correlated with reading
comprehension, structure building is a separate
skill that goes beyond just reading and is integral
for comprehension of multiple modalities (McDaniel
et al., 2002; McDaniel et al., in press). We wanted to
evaluate whether any conclusions about open-
versus closed-book essays were driven by low-struc-
ture builders struggling to retrieve information in
the closed-book condition; specifically, low-struc-
ture builders’ retrieval hurdles, if present, could
lead to more prominent benefits of open-book
essays (relative to closed-book) for these learners.
To do so, we used an extreme-groups design in
Experiment 1 (recruiting high and low structure-
builders) and treated structure-building as a con-
tinuous variable in Experiment 2.

Second, students in a real class would likely be
informed whether their essay-writing assignment
was open- or closed-book. To approximate this auth-
entic context and thereby glean more applied value
from the study, we likewise informed the participants
prior to reading the text passageson thenatureof the
essay task (open- or closed-book). When students
know they are going to be given a closed-book
exam, they tend to preparemore extensively (relative
to preparing for an open-book exam), which can lead
to better test performance (see Durning et al., 2016).
The same may be true for closed- versus open-book
essay preparation, which might reduce the retrieval
hurdles and favour learning from closed-book
versus open-book essays (the optimising view).

Third, a limitation of the evidence favouring the
balance view (equivalent learning from open- and
closed-book generative study activity) is that those
experiments were not powered to detect differences
that were less than large effects (as acknowledged by
the authors; Waldeyer et al., 2020). To provide a more

sensitive test of possible differences, we tested
samples that achieved high power to detect
medium size effects of the open–closed book
manipulation. Further, to provide a more general
test wemanipulated this variable bothwithin- (Exper-
iment 1) and between-subjects (Experiment 2) (see
McDaniel & Bugg, 2008, for an array of memory
effects that change across within- and between-sub-
jects manipulations). Because the two experiments
were so similar, we report them together.

Method

Design

Both experiments compared open-book vs. closed-
book essays, but this factor was manipulated
within-participants in Experiment 1 (with order
counterbalanced across participants) and
between-participants in Experiment 2. Furthermore,
structure-building was manipulated in an extreme-
groups design in Experiment 1 but treated continu-
ously in Experiment 2.

Participants

Experiment 1
Fifty-four undergraduates from Washington Univer-
sity in St. Louis participated in exchange for course
credit or monetary compensation. These data were
collected as part of a larger study that included a
separate note-taking condition (n = 54) that will
not be discussed here given our focus on under-
standing differences between open- and closed-
book essays.2 All participants were invited to partici-
pate based on their scores on the Multi-Media Com-
prehension Battery (MMCB; Gernsbacher & Verner,
1988); eligible participants scored either a 31 or
less (low-ability structure-builders; n = 26) or a 36
or higher (high-ability structure-builders; n = 28;
these cutoffs follow from prior work, Callender &
McDaniel, 2007; Martin et al., 2016). This sample
size was chosen to be sufficient to detect a
medium effect size for the main effect of open/
closed book condition, with power greater than
.80. The current sample size provided power of .95
to detect both a medium effect size for the main
effect of open/closed book condition and its inter-
action with structure-building ability, f = .25.

2Although the note-taking condition is not the focus of our study, the interested reader can find analyses of learning in this condition in Appendix
A.
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Experiment 2
One hundred and fourteen undergraduates from
Washington University in St. Louis (n = 50) and
Duke University (n = 64) participated in exchange
for course credit or monetary compensation. This
sample size was larger than in Experiment 1
because the essay condition was manipulated
between-participants in this study (versus within-
participants in Experiment 1). This choice also
reflects our decision to collect data over a three-
month period, with a goal of achieving power
greater than .80 to detect a medium effect size
using regression analysis with three between-sub-
jects predictors (two main effects and an interaction
term; current sample size provided power of .94 to
detect a medium effect size, f2 = .15).

Participants were randomly assigned to either an
open-book (n = 57) or closed-book condition (n =
57). Unlike Experiment 1, participants were not pre-
selected based on their MMCB score; the MMCB was
administered during the experimental session,
yielding a set of participants with a continuous
range of MMCB scores. There was no difference in
MMCB scores across open-book and closed-book
conditions in Experiment 2 (M = 32.4 vs. 33.0, t < 1).

Materials

Passages
Participants in both studies read two passages
about astronomy; one described the scientific
search for extraterrestrial life (928 words; 11.8
Flesch-Kincaid grade level), and the other described
different forms of solar activity (810 words; 9.9
Flesch-Kincaid grade level). Both were used in
Arnold et al. (2017), and were originally created
using information from an undergraduate level
astronomy textbook (Karttunen et al., 2006).

Test questions
For each passage, there were eight multiple-choice
questions and four problem-solving short answer
questions (Arnold et al., 2017). The answers to the
multiple-choice questions were either stated verba-
tim in the texts or required very simple inferences
(“What is the size of the magnetic fields in sun-
spots?”). In contrast, solving the short answer pro-
blems required participants to draw connections
across facts and make inferences about information
in the passage (similar to Mayer & Gallini, 1990).
When solving the problems about detecting life in
outer space, participants were asked to imagine

they were researchers who strongly believed in
the existence of extraterrestrial life. For the solar
activity problems, participants were asked to
imagine they were astronomers watching solar
activity from their backyard. For example, the solar
activity passage problem-solving questions
included the following problem:

You want to show a friend solar activity in the sky,
but you do not have access to a telescope at the
moment. Which of these solar activities (sunspots,
faculae, eruptive prominences, solar flares) would
you be most likely to be able to see? Please give
two reasons to explain your answer.

This question could earn a maximum of 3 points: 1
point for correctly identifying sunspots as the
most visible solar activity and 1 point for each cor-
rectly identified explanation for their answer.

Metacognitive questions
Participants answered five (Experiment 1) or four
(Experiment 2) metacognitive questions using a
scale from 1–5. These questions asked participants
to evaluate their experience writing the essays and
to compare their experience writing open- vs.
closed-book essays (Experiment 1) or to predict
how their experience would have differed in the
other condition (Experiment 2; see Appendix B for
questions).

Structure building
In both studies, we used the reading portion of the
MMCB (Gernsbacher & Verner, 1988) to measure
structure-building ability (following Arnold et al.,
2016; Arnold et al., 2017; Bui & McDaniel, 2015; Call-
ender & McDaniel, 2007; Callender & McDaniel,
2009; Martin et al., 2016). The MMCB contains 4 nar-
ratives (ranging from 538 to 957 words) with 12 cor-
responding multiple-choice questions that ask
about key details in the story.

Procedure

Both studies consisted of two sessions. In Exper-
iment 1, participants completed the MMCB task in
the first session of the experiment. For this task
they read four narratives at their own pace, with
one to two paragraphs on the screen at a time.
After each narrative, participants answered mul-
tiple-choice questions about the story. The MMCB
was then scored, and, following predetermined
cutoffs from prior studies (Callender & McDaniel,
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2007; Martin et al., 2016; McDaniel et al., 2002). Par-
ticipants with high (36 or higher) or low (31 or
lower) scores were invited to participate in the
rest of the experiment. Participants with scores
falling in the middle of the designated range were
invited to participate in a separate study not
reported here.

Participants in both studies were asked to read
two scientific passages. They were explicitly
instructed that they would write essays to help
them learn the material. All participants first read
and wrote about the scientific search for life in
outer space before reading and writing about
different forms of solar activity. Participants read
paper copies of the passages and typed their
essays on the computer. Both passage-reading
and essay-writing were self-paced.

In the open-book condition, participants retained
the copy of the passage and could refer to it while
writing their essays, whereas in the closed-book
condition, participants returned the passage to the
experimenter before writing their essay. Participants
were informed before reading each passage
whether they would write an open- or closed-
book essay. In Experiment 1, one essay was
written in the open-book condition and one in the
closed-book condition, with the order of conditions
counterbalanced across participants. In Experiment
2, both essays were written either in the open-
book or closed-book condition, depending on
random assignment.

For each essay, participants were given an essay
prompt (Arnold et al., 2017). The prompt for the
detecting life in outer space passage was as follows:

Write an essay describing the indicators of life that
may be used to detect other intelligent civilizations
and how we have attempted to communicate with
these possible civilizations. Be as clear, detailed,
and thorough as possible so that a high school
student who has not read the text could under-
stand. Your essay should have an introduction
and a clear thesis, and you should make sure to
back up your points with supporting details.

Essays about the passage describing different forms
of solar activity were written in response to the fol-
lowing prompt:

Write an essay describing the different types of
solar activity, including their properties, their
relationships with one another, and their effects
on Earth. Be as clear, detailed, and thorough as
possible so that a high school student who has
not read the text could understand. Your essay

should have an introduction and a clear thesis,
and you should make sure to back up your points
with supporting details.

After completing both passages and essays, partici-
pants answered a set of metacognitive questions
(see Appendix B).

In both experiments, participants returned to the
lab two days later. In this session, participants first
answered multiple-choice and problem-solving
questions for the passage about detecting life in
outer space and then answered the questions corre-
sponding to the passage about solar activity. After
answering these questions, in Experiment 2, partici-
pants completed the MMCB task. Participants in
both experiments were then debriefed and thanked
for participating.

Results

Overview

We first compare final test performance across
open-book and closed-book essay conditions. To
preview, we found no differences in learning of
the information from the scientific texts (consistent
with the balance view). However, open-book and
closed-book essays themselves varied in several
ways, as captured in a separate section of the
results. Finally, we connect these essay character-
istics to test performance to speculate about the
cognitive processes underlying test performance
in the two conditions.

Test performance

For multiple-choice and problem-solving questions,
Experiment 1 was analysed using a 2 (open- vs.
closed-book) X 2 (low ability, high ability structure
building) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA), with
access to the passage (open, closed) as a within-sub-
jects factor and structure-building ability as the
between-subjects factor. Because structure building
was treated as a continuous variable in Experiment
2, these data were analysed using hierarchical
regression, with Model 1 including two main effects:
open- vs. closed-book (dummy coded: closed-book
(0) and open-book (1)), and MMCB score (mean-cen-
tered) and Model 2 adding the interaction term.

Multiple-Choice questions
For Experiment 1, performance on the multiple-
choice questions (see Table 1) did not differ as a
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function of access to the passage (open-book,
closed-book), F(1, 52) = 2.14, p = .15, ηp

2 = .04. Similar
results were obtained in Experiment 23; multiple-
choice test performance did not differ across open-
book and closed-book conditions, β = -.02, t < 1.

In both experiments, structure building was
associated with higher scores on the MC test. High
ability structure builders outperformed low ability
structure builders in Experiment 1 (M = .62 vs. 51),
F(1, 52) = 6.48, p = .01, ηp

2 = .11. Similar results were
obtained in Experiment 2, β = .37, t(111) = 4.18, p
< .001. These benefits of structure-building did not
depend upon essay condition; there was no inter-
action between essay condition and structure-build-
ing ability in either Experiment 1, F < 1, or in
Experiment 2, where adding the interaction term
did not increase the amount of variance explained,
ΔR2 = .01, F < 1.

Problem Solving
Two independent coders scored responses to
problem-solving questions, using a scoring rubric
to award each problem zero to four points (depend-
ing on the question, the maximum score was two to
four points; the scoring rubric was the same as that
used in Arnold et al., 2017). Reliability between
coders was very good (Experiment 1: Cohen’s κ

= .85; Experiment 2: Cohen’s κ2 = .82) and discrepan-
cies were resolved through discussion. The final
points were summed across questions and divided
by the total possible points to create a problem-
solving performance score.

For Experiment 1, similar to the multiple-choice
question results, performance did not differ as a
function of access to the passage F(1, 52) = 2.02,
p = .16, ηp

2 = .04, and high-ability structure builders
outperformed low-ability structure builders
(M = .40 vs. .29), F(1, 52) = 16.73, p < .001, ηp

2 = .24.
These factors did not interact, F(1, 52) = 1.58,
p = .22, ηp

2 = .03.

Experiment 2 paralleled these results; perform-
ance did not differ across open-book and closed-
book conditions4, β = .02, t < 1, but performance
increased with increasing structure building ability,
β = .29, t(111) = 3.21, p = .002. These factors did not
interact; adding the interaction term to the model
did not increase the amount of explained variance,
ΔR2 = .001, F < 1.

Characteristics of open-book and closed-
book essays

Consistent with the balance view, open-book and
closed-book essays resulted in similar levels of learn-
ing. This view posits that the retrieval hurdles that
reduce the impact of generative learning in the
closed-book condition are balanced by the enhan-
cing effects of retrieval processing. A predicted con-
sequence of this trade-off in cognitive processing is
that open-book essays should contain more content
and that participants were able to engage in more
organisational and elaborative processing when
given access to the passage. To test this hypothesis,
in this section, we examine several characteristics of
the essays (summarised in Table 2) to gain insight
into how participants approached each type of
essay, with implications for how the learning pro-
cesses may have differed. In the following analyses,
paired-samples t-tests were used for Experiment 1
data and independent samples t-tests were used
for Experiment 2 data.

Task time
We examined that amount of time each participant
spent reading and writing. It was not possible to
separate time spent reading vs. writing in the
open-book condition (as participants were allowed
to go back and forth between reading and writing
as much as they wanted), and thus the analyses
are on the total amount of time engaged across
the reading and essay-writing activities, to allow
the open- and closed-book conditions to be directly
compared. Participants spent more time on the
learning activities (reading plus writing) in the
open-book condition than when they read the pas-
sages, returned them, and wrote essays from
memory (closed-book condition). This finding was
observed in both Experiment 1 [M = 20.8 min vs.
16.3 min; t(53) = 2.84, p = .006, d = .40] and

Table 1. Performance on the final test as a function of
essay condition in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Open-
Book

Closed-
Book

Open-
Book

Closed-
Book

Question Type M SD M SD M SD M SD

MC questions .60 .21 .53 .24 .60 .13 .61 .14
Problem-solving .36 .16 .33 .14 .41 .14 .41 .12

3Model 1 was significant, R2 = .14, F(2, 111) = 8.79, p < .001.
4Model 1 was significant, R2 = .29, F(2, 111) = 5.15, p = .007.
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Experiment 2 [M = 24.3 min vs. 21.0 min; t(112) =
2.51, p = .01, d = .47].

Content
Open-book essays were longer, consisting of signifi-
cantly more words than closed-book essays in both
Experiment 1 [M = 303.9 vs. 233.1 words; t(53) =
4.89, p < .001, d = .67] and Experiment 2 [M = 370.8
vs. 310.8 words; t(112) = 2.69, p = .01, d = .50]. To
understand if the longer essays contained more
scientific content, we used Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) software (Pennebaker et al.,
2015) to count the presence of key content words
in each essay, defined as all nouns, action verbs,
and non-determiner adjectives from the original
texts that relayed meaningful information (e.g.
astronomy, transmit, ultraviolet). Our past work
shows that these simple counts are highly corre-
lated (r = .88) with trained scorers’ estimates of the
inclusion of key scientific information from the pas-
sages (Arnold et al., 2017). That is, in a previous
experiment using the same materials (passages,
essay prompts, and final test questions) two
human coders scored each of a similar set of
essays for the 73 pieces of content needed to
answer the multiple-choice and problem-solving
questions, and these scores were highly correlated
with LIWC counts of content words. Thus the LIWC
count is an excellent proxy for measuring the
amount of relevant scientific content.

Content word scores (as measured by LIWC) indi-
cated that open-book essays contained more scien-
tific content. That is, open-book essays included a
higher proportion of content words than closed-
book essays in both Experiment 1 [M = .25 vs. .17;
t(53) = 5.17, p < .001, d = .70] and Experiment 2
[M = .32 vs. .19; t(85.9) = 8.71, p < .001, d = 1.63], indi-
cating that not only were open-book essays longer
but that they also referenced more scientific
content from the original text.

Relationship to Test Performance and Cognitive
Processes. Can this content measure be mapped
onto cognitive processes? In our past work with
closed-book writing tasks, we used the proportion
of included passage content as a proxy for the
process of retrieving information from memory.
Retrieval is known to boost memory, which
appeared to explain the advantage of closed-
book writing tasks over tasks like note-taking and
highlighting (Arnold et al., 2017). In contrast, the
predictions are less clear for the open-book con-
dition; even though there were minimal retrieval
requirements, content might still be a marker of
elaboration or a more complete essay. In the
balance view, content indicates the amount of
to-be-learned information that could be a target
of generative processing in both open- and
closed-book conditions, with more content indicat-
ing more opportunities for generative processing.
In addition, in the closed-book condition only,
content is an indicator of the amount of retrieval
processing. To preview, the results align with this
framework: Content mattered for both types of
essays, but more so for closed-book essays.

To maximise power, we combined the results
from the two experiments. To account for the
design differences between experiments, we com-
bined the results from the first essay written by par-
ticipants in Experiment 1 with the data from
Experiment 2. In this way, open-book and closed-
book essays were manipulated between-partici-
pants for all included data. For multiple-choice
and problem-solving performance, separate
regression analyses were conducted to examine
the impact of content on learning.

Regression analyses revealed that the scientific
references (proportion of content words) interacted
with essay condition (open-book/closed-book), for
both multiple-choice [β = .34, t(164) = 3.27, p = .001]
and problem-solving questions [β = .27, t(164) =

Table 2. Characteristics of the open-book and closed-book essays in Experiments 1 and 2.
Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Open-Book Closed-Book Open-Book Closed-Book

Measures M SD M SD M SD M SD

Task Time (min) 20.8 12.3 16.3 7.17 24.3 7.0 21.0 7.0
Content
Word Count 303.9 103.5 233.1 93.5 370.8 122.8 310.8 115.1
Prp Content 0.25 0.08 0.17 0.06 0.32 0.10 0.19 0.05
MTurk Quality ratings 3.85 0.45 3.43 0.65 3.86 0.42 3.62 0.50

Note. For both essay conditions, task time reflects the time to read the passage combined with the time spent writing the essay, as it is not possible
to separate these times in the open-book condition. Prp Content is defined as the proportion of content words from the original passage that
were present in a participant’s essay. MTurk Quality ratings were made on a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent).
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2.61, p = .01], suggesting content was a more
powerful predictor in the closed-book than open-
book condition (see Table 3 for full results).
However, content also independently predicted
performance [multiple-choice: β = .21, t(164) = 2.09,
p = .04; problem-solving: β = .26, t(164) = 2.60,
p = .01] suggesting that even in the open-book con-
dition the amount of content included in an essay
was somewhat associated with later test perform-
ance. Follow-up correlational analyses showed that
content predicted performance in both the open-
book [multiple-choice: r = .23, p = .04; problem-
solving: r = .25, p = .02] and closed-book [multiple-
choice: r = .47, p < .001; problem-solving: r = .48,
p < .001] conditions, although, as indicated by the
significant interaction, this relationship was stronger
in the closed-book condition. Finally, the regression
analyses also revealed that when content words
were taken into account, there was a benefit of
closed-book essays over open-book essays, as indi-
cated by significant main effects for the open/
closed-book condition in both multiple-choice [β
= .26, t(164) = 2.78, p = .001] and problem-solving
analyses [β = .24, t(164) = 2.49, p = .01]. This is con-
sistent with the balanced view; when amount of
content available for generative processing is stat-
istically controlled, the benefits of having to retrieve
that content in the closed-book condition emerged.

Quality ratings
As another measure of generative processing, we
also examined organisation. An essay should be
written in well-organised prose that effectively com-
municates information to a reader, and creating
such a well-written essay likely involves generative
processing. While it is almost impossible to comple-
tely separate content and writing quality, we
attempted to do so by turning quality ratings over
to a group of judges who did not have any basis
on which to evaluate the scientific content.

That is, we used crowdsourcing to measure the
quality of the essays (see Arnold et al., 2017 for use of

a similar technique). Five hundred and fifty “workers”
on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) each read 5 ran-
domly selected essays from Experiment 1 and 1,115
MTurk “workers” each read 5 randomly selected
essays from Experiment 2. For each MTurk worker,
the five randomly selected essays were written about
the same passage. Participants were naïve in that
they (1) did not knowabout the different experimental
conditionsand (2) theyhadnever seen theoriginalpas-
sagesnordidweexpect themtoknowmuchabout the
sciencedescribed in theessays. TheMTurk judgeswere
given the following instructions:

Imagine you are a judge in a student essay contest.
All of the essays you will read were written by stu-
dents after they read a passage about [different
types of solar activity; the scientific search for extra-
terrestrial life]. They were instructed to make their
essays clear, so that they could be easily read by
people who did not read the same passage.

Each student wrote his/her essay in one sitting and
did not have an opportunity to go back to it later
for proofreading and revision.

You will read several essays and rate them on quality.
A high quality essay should explain [different types of
solar activity/the search for extraterrestrial life] in a
way that is coherent, organized, interesting, and
easy to read. Please rate the essays on a scale
from 1 to 5, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent.

When making your ratings, please try to ignore the
accuracy of individual facts as well as spelling and
grammatical errors – just focus on the overall
writing quality.

Each essay was rated by an average of 25.1 (Exper-
iment 1) or 24.9 (Experiment 2) MTurk workers.
Using a random sample of 22 (Experiment 1) or 21
(Experiment 2) ratings per responses (the
minimum number of ratings for any given
response), a high degree of reliability was found in
both experiments. Using a one-way random
effects model, the average measure intraclass corre-
lation (ICC) was .89 with a 95% confidence interval
from .86 to .92, F(107, 2268) = 9.21, p < .001 for

Table 3. Results from the regression analyses examining the effects of open- and closed-book condition and the proportion
of content words included on multiple-choice and problem-solving performance using combined data from Experiments 1
and 2.

Multiple-Choice Problem-Solving

Predictor B SE B β Adj. R2 B SE B β Adj. R2

Overall Model – – – .14*** – – – .13***
Open/Closed-Book .09* .03 .26** – .07* .03 .24* –
Content Words .37* .18 .21* – .38* .15 .26* –
Open/Closed-Book X Content Words 1.20** .37 .34** – .79* .30 .27* –

Note. N = 168. Open-book (0) and closed-book (1) conditions were dummy coded. Content was mean-centered. *p < .05. ** p < .01. ***p < .001.
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Experiment 1 and .87 with a 95% confidence interval
from .84 to .89, F(221, 4440) = 7.59, p < .001 for
Experiment 2. Ratings were averaged to create a
quality score for each essay response, which, in
Experiment 2, were then averaged together to
create an overall quality rating for each participant.

Overall there was a difference in judged quality,
such that open-book essays were rated as higher
quality than closed-book essays in both Experiment
1 [M = 3.85 vs. 3.43; t(53) = 5.98, p < .001, d = .8] and
Experiment 25 [M = 3.86 vs. 3.62; t(109) = 2.81,
p = .006, d = .53].

One possible concern about these data is that
open-book conditions allowed for plagiarism
(direct copying of the original passage), and that
heavily plagiarised essays might drive the higher
ratings observed in the open-book condition. To
examine this possibility, we used an open-source
programme called WCopyfind (Version 4.1.5; Bloo-
mfield, 2008) to mark word strings (of six or more
words) in essays that were identical to language in
the original passage. This programme provides a
measure of plagiarism by calculating the percen-
tage of total words in a writing sample that are iden-
tical (defined as part of a string of six or more
matching words) to the original passage. These
strings were identified based on programme par-
ameters, which were determined using Bloomfield’s
(2008) recommendations and two human coders
who judged the results to maximise the identifi-
cation of plagiarism. The “most imperfections to
allow” parameter was set at nine, meaning that
the programme would connect perfectly matching
strings of words separated by up to nine nonmatch-
ing words. The “minimum % of matching words”
parameter was set at 70%, meaning the programme
would report a string as matching if 70% or more of
the prose matched the original document. We then
used these plagiarism estimates to determine if
more heavily plagiarised essays were rated as
higher quality.

To preview, our analyses do not suggest that pla-
giarism drove the higher quality ratings in the open-
book condition. Our analyses collapsed across
experiments to maximise power and included all
open-book essays (1 essay per participant in Exp. 1
and 2 essays per person in Exp. 2; n = 168 essays).
Overall, plagiarism levels were relatively low (M =
18.6%, SD = 19.2). More importantly, plagiarism
was not significantly correlated with quality
ratings, r = -.13, p = .09. In fact, there was a slight,
yet non-significant, trend for a negative relationship
between these variables. This result suggests that
plagiarised essays were not necessarily viewed as
being of higher quality, and therefore plagiarism
does not appear to be the reason open-book
essays were rated as higher quality.

Relationship to Test Performance and Cognitive
Processes. Writing a good quality essay may
involve reorganising passage information into a
new structure and connecting ideas across sen-
tences and paragraphs to create an easy-to-follow
logical flow. Successfully accomplishing this task
likely requires both organisational and elaborative
processes, both of which are types of generative
processing that benefit learning (Galbraith &
Baaijen, 2018; Levin, 1988; Mandler, 1967; Rawson
et al., 2015). To the degree that these processes
are engaged, this learning benefit is likely to occur
in both open-book and closed-book essays.
Although the quality ratings are not a direct
measure of the engagement of these cognitive pro-
cesses, we use them here as a proxy to determine if
better quality essays, as rated by naïve readers, were
associated with better test performance. As with
content, we combined the experiments to maximise
power, using only the first essay written by each
participant in Experiment 1 so that essay type
would be manipulated between-participants only.

Regression analyses support our predictions;
higher essay quality (as determined by MTurk

Table 4. Results from the regression analyses examining the effects of open- and closed-book condition and the quality of
the essays on multiple-choice and problem-solving performance using combined data from Experiments 1 and 2.

Multiple-Choice Problem-Solving

Predictor B SE B β Adj. R2 B SE B β Adj. R2

Overall Model – – – .07** – – – .16***
Open/Closed-Book .004 .03 .01 – .01 .02 .04 –
MTurk Quality .011*** .03 .30*** – .12*** .02 .42*** –

Note. N = 165. Open-book (0) and closed-book (1) conditions were dummy coded. Quality was mean-centered. ***p < .001.

5In Experiment 2, three participants’ essays were not rated for quality due to computer or experimental error.
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ratings) predicted better performance on both mul-
tiple-choice [β = .30, t(162) = 3.80, p < .001] and
problem-solving questions [β = .42, t(162) = 5.72,
p < .001] (see Table 4 for full results). Adding an
interaction term did not increase the amount of var-
iance explained for either multiple-choice (ΔR2

= .003, p = .48) or problem-solving (ΔR2 = .003, p
= .42) questions, suggesting that this relationship
was equivalent in both conditions; writing a better
quality open-book and closed-book essay both
benefited learning.

Instead, what differed between conditions was
the likelihood of writing a high-quality essay,
which led to the reported difference in quality
ratings as a function of condition. That is, as
shown in Figure 1, essays were rated across the
quality spectrum, regardless of condition, but
there were more high-quality essays in the open-
book conditions than in the closed-book conditions.
This is consistent with the balanced view; having
access to the passage allowed participants to
engage in more organisational processing.

Metacognitive questions

Participants were asked a series of metacognitive
questions to gauge their impressions and beliefs
regarding writing the essays. The majority of the
questions required participants to directly
compare their experiences (or their predicted
experiences) writing an open-book vs. a closed-
book essay, with the typical scale ranging from 1
(more closed-book) to 5 (more open-book). In

other words, a rating of 3 (the midpoint) meant
the participant felt the same way about the two
types of essays (see Appendix B). We quantified
whether participants had a significant preference
for one type of essay over the other by comparing
the average rating for each question to the mid-
point with one-sample t-tests. In Experiment 1,
these analyses collapsed over structure-building
ability, as participants with high and low structure-
building ability gave similar ratings to all questions
[largest difference was for the degree to which
essays were helpful in identifying important infor-
mation, t(52) = 1.15, p = .25, d = .31]. In Experiment
2, these analyses collapsed over the two essay con-
ditions, as participants in these two conditions rated
everything similarly with one exception: partici-
pants in the open-book condition rated writing
essays as more helpful in identifying important
information than those in the closed-book con-
dition, t(112) = 2.92, p = .004, d = .54. For complete-
ness, we report the full set of data in Table 5 for
the interested reader.

Participants clearly believed that they wrote (or
would have written) better quality essays with
access to the original passages; in both experiments
the average ratings were significantly above the
midpoint of the scale [Experiment 1: t(53) = 5.91, p
< .001, d = .81; Experiment 2: t(113) = 22.26, p
< .001, d = 2.09]. These metacognitive beliefs can
be considered accurate to the extent that they are
consistent with the MTurk quality ratings.

Participants also associated a number of other
positives with open-book essays. They judged
them to be easier to write than closed-book
essays, in both Experiment 1, t(53) = 10.00, p
< .001, d = 1.36, and Experiment 2, t(113) = 26.17,
p < .001, d = 2.44. Participants in Experiment 1
(who wrote both types of essays) thought they
learned more from writing open-book essays, t(53)
= 2.88, p = .006, d = .39, although this preference
was not significant for participants in Experiment 2
(who only wrote one type of essay), t(113) = 1.18,
p = .24, d = .11. Not surprisingly, given these positive
perceptions, participants in Experiment 1 indicated
an overall preference for open-book essays, t(53) =
4.45, p < .001, d = .60 (this question was not asked
in Experiment 2).

Discussion

These experiments demonstrate that writing short
open-book essays and short closed-book essays

Figure 1. This histogram illustrates the frequency of par-
ticipants with low- and high-quality essays ratings (by
naïve MTurk judges) as a function of open-book and
closed-book essay conditions collapsed across Experiment
1 and Experiment 2. Quality is divided at the median
such that low-quality ratings are those below the median
and high-quality ratings are those above the median.
Only the first essays in Experiment 1 are included.
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can be equally effective learning activities, consist-
ent with the balance view. Closed-book essays
yield the benefit of retrieval practice: The more
content learners retrieved and included in their
essays, the better they did on the final test. In con-
trast, the open-book condition removed the retrie-
val hurdle, presumably allowing more effort to be
devoted to elaborative and organisational proces-
sing, both of which benefit learning (Bui & McDaniel,
2015; Einstein et al., 1990; Galbraith & Baaijen, 2018;
Glogger et al., 2012; Wiley & Voss, 1999). Though we
do not have a direct measure of those processes,
our MTurk rating of “quality” likely captured some
characteristics of the final products that reflect the
degree to which participants engaged with the
material. This interpretation is supported by the
finding that the essay quality ratings predicted
learning in both open-book and closed-book con-
ditions. Learners were better able to write highly-
rated essays when they had access to the source
material, suggesting that these two types of essays
may present a trade-off (see Waldeyer et al., 2020,
for similar findings with another generative task);
closed-book essays benefit students via retrieval
but students are limited in the extent to which
they can engage with the material to do additional
cognitive processing. Open-book essays allow stu-
dents to more extensively engage with material
but do not provide as clear an opportunity for stu-
dents to benefit from retrieval.

Our conclusions about open- versus closed-book
essays did not depend on students’ structure-build-
ing ability, in either experiment. Structure-building
(as measured by performance on Gernsbacher’s
MMCB) was very predictive of learning, consistent
with past research both in the laboratory (Arnold

et al., 2017; Bui & McDaniel, 2015; Callender & McDa-
niel, 2007; Lin et al., 2018; Martin et al., 2016) and the
classroom (Arnold et al., 2016; see McDaniel et al., in
press, for a review). Structure-building predicts basic
retention of textual information (and thus likely cor-
relates with the size of the retrieval hurdle experi-
enced in the closed-book condition) – but
structure-building is also correlated with the
ability to make connections, something that would
be important when writing an open-book essay.
Thus structure-building ability likely matters for
both types of essays, albeit for different reasons.

What is clear, though, is that closed-book essays
had an efficiency advantage. Students spent con-
siderably more time reading and working on
open-book essays than closed-book essays.
Despite spending this additional time working
with the material, students did not do any better
on the final test relative to the closed-book con-
dition. This result matters, as learning quickly has
many potential advantages given that time is
limited, both in and outside of the classroom. The
present results suggest that closed-book essays
may be the superior learning activity because stu-
dents can learn the same amount of material in
less time.

However, this efficiency advantage notwith-
standing, students and educators alike may need
convincing that closed-book essays can be
effective learning activities. In Experiment 1, where
participants wrote both an open-book and a
closed-book essay, they rated the open-book essay
as helping them learn the material better and said
that they preferred writing the open-book essay.
These viewpoints are consistent with that of the
MTurk raters who judged the open-book essays as

Table 5. Metacognitive responses in Experiments 1 and 2 as a function of whether participants wrote open-book (OB)
essays, closed-book (CB) essays, or both types of essays prior to making their responses.

Experiment
1: Within-
Subjects

Experiment 2: Between-
Subjects

Wrote
both OB
and CB
Essays

Wrote OB
Essays Only

Wrote CB
Essays Only

Collapsed
over Essay
Condition

Questions M SD M SD M SD M SD

Quality of essay 1 (Higher for CB) to 5 (Higher for OB) 4.02 1.27 4.56 0.95 4.79 0.62 4.68 0.80
Difficulty of writing essays 1 (Harder to write for CB) to 5 (Harder to write OB) 1.65 0.99 1.33 0.61 1.44 0.71 1.39 0.66
Essay-writing aided Identification of important points 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Absolutely) 3.50 0.95 3.61 0.94 3.09 0.99 3.35 1.00
Amount Learned from writing 1 (More from CB) to 5 (More from OB) 3.54 1.37 3.39 1.41 2.93 1.43 3.16 1.43
Preference for type of essay 1 (Strongly prefer to write CB) to 5 (Strongly prefer to write
OB)

3.81 1.35 – – – – – –

Note. For the exact wording of questions and scale labels, see Appendix B.
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being of better quality, but are concerning in that
easier does not always translate into better learning
(in fact, more difficult study activities often lead to
superior learning, a pattern frequently referred to
as desirable difficulties; Bjork, 1994). Students
often misjudge these more difficult learning activi-
ties and think that because the activity is difficult,
they must not be learning the material well when
in fact they are (Kirk-Johnson et al., 2019; Kornell &
Bjork, 2008). In the case of essays, both open-book
and closed-book essays are potentially more
effortful and more difficult than some other types
of study activities. For this reason, students and edu-
cators may need convincing that essays can be
effective learning activities at all, even though
prior work has shown that they are more effective
than arguably easier learning activities such as
note-taking and highlighting (Arnold et al., 2017).
The present results suggest students and educators
may be especially skeptical of the more difficult
closed-book essays, even though they appear to
be more efficient if not more effective.

Although not a direct comparison, the present
results are consistent with the limited prior work
on open-book versus closed-book exams. Just as
the present experiments found no learning differ-
ences between open-book and closed-book
essays, multiple prior studies found no differences
on a delayed final exam after students had taken
either an initial open-book or closed-book test
(Agarwal et al., 2008; Gharib et al., 2012). A
common pattern found in these experiments is
that students do better on the initial test when it
is open-book, similar to how participants in the
present studies included more content and wrote
better quality essays in the open-book condition.
For both open-book tests and open-book essays,
having the material present allowed participants
to access more content, either for purposes of
answering test items or for inclusion in their essay.
However, in both this study and prior studies, this
particular advantage did not translate into better
performance on the delayed test, likely because
open-book conditions, unlike closed-book con-
ditions, do not encourage retrieval processing,
which has a powerful mnemonic benefit on the
content retrieved (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Yet,
reducing the demands of retrieval with open-book
essays seemed to improve the quality of the
essays (perhaps because more information was
available, perhaps because cognitive resources
were not needed for retrieval, or both). These

observations suggest a trade-off between benefits
of retrieval and the penalties imposed by retrieval
demands on the other cognitive processes involved
in writing to learn (the balance view).

Understanding the differential contributions to
learning of various cognitive processes can
provide insight into what kinds of tasks will lead
to the best learning in different circumstances.
Here we have found that open-book and closed-
book essays can lead to equivalent learning
because the relative benefits of the differentially
engaged cognitive processes were equated, but
that need not always be the case. For example, if
students struggle with retrieving material when
writing, they may not be as able to benefit from a
closed-book essay. This would parallel testing-
effect research, which has shown that when initial
retrieval levels are low (and no feedback is pro-
vided), testing may not benefit learners (relative to
restudy; McDaniel & Masson, 1985). This could
occur, for instance, if the students do not have
sufficient levels of initial learning prior to writing.
The present studies illustrated the importance of
successful retrieval when writing closed-book
essays; the more content participants included in
their essays (the more retrieval success they had),
the better they did on the final test. Similarly,
there may be conditions under which learning
from closed-book essays surpasses learning from
open-book essays. For example, a longer retention
interval may reveal that the benefits of engaging
in retrieval practice in the closed-book essay
outpace the additional generative processes
engaged in the open-book essay. The effect of
retrieval practice increases over time (Roediger &
Butler, 2011; Rummer et al., 2017), and therefore
waiting longer before administering a final test
may reveal an advantage for the closed-book
essay, consistent with the optimising view.

Our approach to exploring the effects of writing-
to-learn emphasises cognitive processes. That is, we
asked not just which learning activity was better for
learning, but speculated as to which cognitive pro-
cesses led to learning in each writing task. This
approach can provide insight for educators, allow-
ing them to make informed decisions as to how to
improve the learning impact of their writing assign-
ments. For example, essay prompts that encourage
more elaborative processing may enhance learning
from essays (Voss & Wiley, 1997; Wiley & Voss, 1999).
To isolate the process of retrieval, we had all stu-
dents respond to the same essay prompt, regardless
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of whether they were assigned to the open-book or
closed-book condition. Outside of the laboratory
the type of prompt or test may co-vary with open-
versus closed-book essays/exams, in that open-
book exams are sometimes justified as a way to
get students to go beyond retention and reason at
a higher level in Bloom’s taxonomy (e.g. Eilertsen
& Valdermo, 2000) – in other words, open-book
tests are often harder (e.g. Feller, 1994) and that
extra difficulty could boost learning more than any
boost from retrieval practice. We cannot rebut this
possibility from the present studies, but we note
that the benefits of retrieval practice can hold
even after the burden of retention is removed
(Black-Maier, Butler, Casimir, & Marsh, in prep).
However, in general we would expect the real-
world instantiation of open- versus closed-book
exams to differ in numerous ways, including in
both teacher-led and student-directed study activi-
ties (see Ioannidou, 1997).

Although learning was found to be equivalent in
the present experiments, the cognitive process
approach to writing-to-learn suggests that closed-
book essays have the potential to provide more
learning than open-book essays. In both types of
essay-writing tasks, students can learn from the cog-
nitive processes that are involved in constructing a
good quality essay. However, closed-book essays
have the added advantage of retrieval processing.
This additional powerful processing can only
benefit students, though, if they are able to success-
fully retrieve the material. Anything that increases
successful retrieval should help increase the learn-
ing potential of closed-book essays, including
increasing students’ base knowledge before assign-
ing the essay or providing scaffolding such as out-
lines that would help cue students as they engage
in retrieval. With these kinds of support, students
should retrieve more content and thus benefit
more from retrieval processing. Further, providing
these supports may decrease the trade-off seen in
the present experiments; by minimising the
burden of retrieval, students may be able to
increase the learning benefit of the other cognitive
processes involved in writing an essay.
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Appendices

Appendix A

As reported in the methods section, data collected in
Experiment 1 included a separate note-taking condition.
This condition is not relevant to our main focus of com-
paring learning from open-book essays vs. closed-book
essays and is therefore not included in the main text.
However, for completeness, the methods and results for
this condition are reported below. Results include ana-
lyses comparing the two types of learning conditions
(essays vs. note-taking).

In Experiment 1, an additional 54 Washington Univer-
sity in St. Louis undergraduate students participated in a
note-taking condition. Of these, 29 participants were
low structure builders (scored either a 31 or less on the
Multi-Media Comprehension Battery; MMCB), and 25 par-
ticipants were high-structure builders (scored a 36 or
higher on the MMCB). One participant is not included in
the multiple-choice analysis and another participant is
not included in the problem-solving analysis due to com-
puter error.

As with the essay condition in Experiment 1, access to
the passage (open-book vs. closed-book) was manipu-
lated within-participants. The procedure was identical to
the essay condition except that participants were
instructed to write notes rather than to write an essay.
As in the essay condition, before reading each passage
participants were explicitly told whether they would be
able to reference the passage when writing their notes,
with the order of conditions counterbalanced across par-
ticipants. All participants read paper copies of the pas-
sages and typed their notes on the computer, in a self-
paced manner.

Results

Test performance for the multiple-choice and problem-
solving questions was analysed using a 2 (essay, note-
taking) X 2 (open- vs. closed-book) X 2 (low ability, high
ability structure building) mixed analysis of variance
(ANOVA), with access to the passage (open, closed) as a
within-subjects factor and learning activity and struc-
ture-building ability as the between-subjects factors.

Multiple-choice questions
As in the analysis with only the essay condition, there was
no main effect of access to the passage (Mopen-book = .58
vs. Mclosed-book = .56) on test performance for multiple-
choice questions, F < 1. Learning was also equivalent
across essay (M = .57) and note-taking conditions (M
= .58), F < 1. Further, there was no significant interaction
between learning activity and access to the passage, F
(1, 103) = 2.28, p = .13, ηp

2= .02.
Consistent with the essay-only analyses, high-ability

structure builders outperformed low-ability structure
builders (M = .62 vs. .53), F (1, 103) = 3.42, p = .07, ηp

2= .06.
None of the interactions involving structure-building was
significant, indicating that the benefits of structure-

building did not depend on access to the passage or
learning activity (all Fs < 1).

Problem solving
Similar to performance on multiple-choice questions,
there was no main effect of access to the passage
(Mopen-book = .35 vs. Mclosed-book = .35) or learning activity
(Messay = .35 vs. Mnotes = .35) on test performance on
problem-solving questions, both Fs < 1. There was also
no significant interaction between access to the passage
and learning activity, F(1, 103) = 2.36, p = .13, ηp

2= .02.
Structure-building was associated with performance

on the problem-solving questions. Specifically, high-
ability structure builders significantly outperformed low-
ability structure builders (M = .41 vs. .29), F (1, 103) =
29.28, p < .001, ηp

2= .22. Benefits of structure building did
not depend on access to the passage or on learning
activity as there were no significant interactions involving
structure-building (all Fs < 1).

Summary

Learning was equivalent across the notetaking and essay
conditions, and this pattern was consistent across both
open-book and closed-book conditions. Prior literature
that has compared note-taking to tasks similar to the
essay condition have produced mixed results, with some
having shown writing essays leading to more learning
than note-taking (e.g. Arnold et al., 2017), whereas
others have shown equivalent performance in both con-
ditions (e.g. contrasting free recall vs. note-taking on
problem-solving questions; McDaniel et al., 2009). The
similar learning from both activities in the present study
may have been in part due to the similar retrieval
demands in both closed-book note-taking and essay-
writing conditions.

Appendix B

Metacognitive Questions. Questions 1 was identical
across studies; questions 2 and 4 were conceptually the
same across studies with minor wording changes
reflected whether subjects had experienced both types
of essays (1) or only one (2). Subjects in both experiments
estimated their learning (question 3), but the wording was
different across the two studies. Only participants in
Experiment 1 answered question 5, as the question was
intended for subjects who had experienced both
conditions.

Note. Unless otherwise noted, the question and answer
scales below reflect the wording used in Experiment
1. Brackets indicate changes in the wording used in Exper-
iment 2.

Q1. Did writing essays help you identify important
information?

1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Somewhat
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4. A lot
5. Absolutely

Q2. Do you think you wrote [would have written] a
better quality essay when [if] the original passage was
present or when [if] you relied [had to rely] on your
memory for the passage?

1. Much better when [if] I relied on memory
2. Somewhat better when [if] I relied on memory
3. No difference
4. Somewhat better when [if] passage was present
5. Much better when [if] passage was present

Q3. Experiment 1 version:.
Did you learn more about science when you wrote an

essay with the original passage present or when you
wrote an essay relying on your memory for the passage?

1. Much more when I relied on memory
2. Slightly more when I relied on memory
3. Equivalent learning
4. Slightly more when passage was present
5. Much more when passage was present

Experiment 2 version:.
If you were trying to learn this material for an upcom-

ing test in a class, which do you think would help you
learn the material better: writing an essay while being
able to refer to the passage or writing an essay while
relying on your memory of the passage?

1. Relying on memory would teach me the most
2. Relying on memory would teach me somewhat better
3. No difference
4. Using the passage would teach me somewhat better
5. Using the passage would teach me the most

Q4. Which was [would be] more difficult: writing an
essay with the passage present or relying on your
memory to write the essay?

1. Much more difficult to rely on memory
2. Somewhat more difficult to rely on memory
3. No difference
4. Somewhat more difficult when [if the] passage was

present
5. Much more difficult when [if the] passage was present

Q5. Only presented in Experiment 1: If you were given
the choice, would you rather write an essay with the
passage present or from memory? Note: the goal would
be to learn the material, as opposed to receiving a
grade on the essay.

1. Strongly prefer to rely on memory
2. Somewhat prefer to rely on memory
3. No preference
4. Somewhat prefer to have passage present
5. Strongly prefer to have passage present

18 K. M. ARNOLD ET AL.
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